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Effect of nonmagnetic impurities „Zn, Li … in a hole-doped spin-fermion model for cuprates
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The effect of adding nonmagnetic impurities~NMI’s !, such as Zn or Li, to high-Tc cuprates is studied
applying Monte Carlo techniques to a spin-fermion model. It is observed that adding Li is qualitatively similar
to doping with equal percentages of Sr and Zn. The mobile holes~MH! are trapped by the NMI and the system
remains insulating and commensurate with antiferromagnetic~AF! correlations. This behavior persists in the
region %NMI.%MH. On the other hand, when %NMI,%MH magnetic and charge incommensurabilities
are observed. The vertical or horizontal hole-rich stripes, present when % NMI50 upon hole doping, are
pinned by the NMI and tend to become diagonal, surrounding finite AF domains. The %MH-%NMI plane is
investigated. Good agreement with experimental results is found in the small portion of this diagram where
experimental data are available. Predictions about the expected behavior in the remaining regions are made.
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Neutron-scattering studies of the high-Tc cuprates have
established that spin incommensurability~IC! appears in
these compounds upon hole doping.1 There is mounting evi-
dence indicating that this IC is due to the formation of cha
stripes.2 One way of understanding the relationship betwe
magnetic and charge fluctuations, as well as their impac
other properties of these materials, is by introducing n
magnetic impurities~NMI’s ! in the Cu-O planes. Some o
these experimental results are puzzling. It has been obse
that replacing Cu21 by Zn21 depletes antiferromagnetism
without causing spin IC even at 25% doping.3 It is estimated
that an impurity content as large as 30–40 % will be requi
to destroy antiferromagnetic~AF! order in this case.4,5 While
the addition of mobile holes~MH’s! @Sr in La22xSrxCuO4
~LSCO!# to lightly Zn-doped materials produces spin I
similar to the one observed in LSCO,6 doping with Li, which
introduces equal numbers of localized impurities and mo
holes does not induce spin IC at 10% Li doping of La2CuO4
~LCO!.7

The goal of this paper is to gain theoretical understand
on the effect of NMI doping on cuprates. Numerical stud
of Hubbard andt-J models, the Hamiltonians traditionall
used to study the physics of the cuprates, are very difficu
low temperatures. A simpler spin-fermion model has be
used successfully to understand magnetic and charge pro
ties in these materials, showing that spin IC and charge st
formation are related.8 The spin-fermion model is con
structed as an interacting system of electrons and sp
crudely mimicking phenomenologically the coexistence
charge and spin degrees of freedom in the cuprates.9–11 Its
Hamiltonian is given by

H52t (
^ ij &a

~cia
† cja1H.c.!1J(

i
si•Si1J8(̂

ij &
Si•Sj ,

~1!

wherecia
† creates an electron at sitei5( i x ,i y) with spin pro-

jection a, si5(abcia
† sabcib is the spin of the mobile elec

tron, the Pauli matrices are denoted bys, Si is the localized
spin at sitei, ^ ij & denotes nearest-neighbor~NN! lattice sites,
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t is the NN-hopping amplitude for the electrons,J.0 is an
AF coupling between the spins of the mobile and localiz
degrees of freedom, andJ8.0 is a direct AF coupling be-
tween the localized spins. The density^n&512x of itinerant
electrons is controlled by a chemical potentialm. Hereafter
t51 will be used as the unit of energy. From previous ph
nomenological analysis the couplingJ is expected to be
larger thant, while the Heisenberg couplingJ8 is expected to
be smaller.10,11,8 The value ofJ will be here fixed to 2 and
the couplingJ850.5, as in Ref. 8. To simplify the numerica
calculations, avoiding the sign problem, localized spins
assumed to be classical~with uSiu51). This approximation is
not as drastic as it appears and is discussed in detail in
8. In one dimension~1D! qualitative agreement with theS
51/2 and 3/2 cases was found and Hubbard andt-J results
were reproduced at high temperature.8 The model will be
studied using a Monte Carlo~MC! method, details of which
can be found in Ref. 12. Periodic boundary conditio
~PBC’s! are mainly used but it has been checked that
results presented here are independent of the boundary
ditions.

Doping with Zn will be simulated by randomly removin
localized spins. This is achieved by turningJ50 at the im-
purity site andJ850 along the four links that connect th
impurity to neighboring sites. Li doping has to be treat
differently. Since it is in an oxidation state Li1 ~while Cu
and Zn are 21!, the ion effectively acts as a negative char
center. To simulate this effect the hoppingt that connects the
impurity to neighboring sites should be reduced. In additi
the Li ion is a closed shell and thus, nonmagnetic. This f
ture is simulated as in the case of Zn, by randomly remov
localized spin degrees of freedom. An additional effect of
doping is the introduction of one MH, thus the chemic
potential has to be tuned such that the percentage of mo
holes equals the percentage of localized impurities.

To study the magnetic properties of the system the sp
spin correlation functions among the classical spins defi
as v(r )51/N( i^Si•Si1r& ~whereN is the number of sites!
was measured. Its Fourier transform provides the spin st
ture factor S(q). The momentumqg takes the values
R3620 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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2pn/Lg , with n running from 0 toLg21, andLg denoting
the number of sites along theg5x or y direction.

In Fig. 1~a! the structure factor for different concentr
tions of localized NMI, like Zn, is shown for an 838 lattice
at temperatureT50.01t and at̂ n&51 since doping with Zn
does not modify the density of itinerant electrons.13 It can be
seen that the peak remains at (p,p) for all the studied NMI
concentrations. The only effect of adding NMI is to redu
the intensity of the structure factor since spins are being
moved. It is clear that random impurities do not destroy
AF order as can be observed from a snapshot at 15% do
for the spins on the planeX-Z @Fig. 1~b!#. The snapshot also
shows a uniform charge distribution. This is in comple
agreement with experimental data for Zn doping in LCO6

Our simulations can produce dynamical information direc
in real frequency without the need of carrying out~uncon-
trolled! analytic extrapolations from the imaginary axis. Th
allows us to study the behavior of the density of sta
~DOS!. In Fig. 1~c! the DOS as a function of %NMI doping
is presented. The addition of localized impurities crea
states inside the gap which are indicated by a black filling
the figure. Analyzing the spectral functionsA(q,v), it was
observed that these states have very small dispersion w
added to the absence of spectral weight at the chemica
tential, indicates that the system remains an insulator
agreement with experiments.3

The next step in our investigation is to study magnetic a
charge properties varying both the mobile hole~Sr! and lo-
calized NMI ~Zn! densities. In this case only a small fractio
of the %Sr-%Zn plane has been explored experimenta

FIG. 1. ~a! Structure factorS(q) for the localized spins versu
momentum, forJ52, J850.05, andT50.01 on an 838 lattice and
several Zn concentrations at^n&51 along (0,0)2(0,p)2(p,p)
2(0,0); ~b! spin and charge distribution for a typical MC snapsh
for 15% Zn and the same parameters as in~a!. The arrow lengths
are proportional to the projection of the localized spin on the (X-Z)
plane, and the radius of the circles is proportional to the local e
tronic densityn( i), according to the scale shown. PBC are used.~c!
Density of states for different percentages of Zn doping at^n&51
with the same parameters as in~a!. The dark areas indicate state
with very little dispersion.
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Studies were performed for 0<%Zn<25 and 0<%Sr<3,4

0<%Zn<75 and %Sr515,14 12% Zn and 14% Sr,6 0
<%Zn<12 and 15% Sr,15 0<%Zn<4 and 10% Sr,16 0
<%Zn<40 and 0% Sr.3 Numerous experiments have als
been performed on LSCO~without Zn!. For 0<%Sr<25
neutron-scattering experiments are presented in Ref. 17.
doped YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! has also been studied wit
0<%Zn<4 and the O content varying between 6.6 and
which roughly corresponds to a percentage of MH rang
between 9–15 %.18,16 These regions are shown in Fig. 2~a!.
In the same figure the magnetic and charge properties of
model Eq. ~1! in the plane %Sr-%Zn obtained from th
present study are presented. In the absence of NMI, the
dition of MH induces stripe formation, as well as spin IC
The stripes are either horizontal or vertical,8 and a snapsho
for 15% MH and no localized impurities is shown in Fig
2~b!. As it can be seen in the figure, the electronic density
depressed near the stripe indicating that perpendicular fl
tuations are present, i.e., there is short-range movemen
holes in the direction perpendicular to the stripe.

When localized NMI are added they tend to trap hol
This reduces the effective hopping towards the impurit
nearest-neighbor sites and diagonal stripes anchored by
impurities tend to develop as boundaries of AF domai
This effect is similar to the formation of diagonal stripes d
to pinning experimentally observed.19 An example of this
behavior is shown in Fig. 2~c!, where 3 NMI ~i.e., 5% Zn!
have been added to the system with^n&'0.85. A p shift
also occurs between the AF domains separated by the d
onal stripes. For some distributions of Zn impurities bo
diagonal and nondiagonal stripes, pinned by the impurit
coexist.

t

c-

FIG. 2. ~a! Schematic, magnetic, and charge phase diagram
the plane %Sr-%Zn. The thick lines and the dark areas indicate
regions that have been studied experimentally;~b! spin and charge
distribution for a MC snapshot on an 838 cluster forJ52, J8
50.05, andT50.01, at ^n&'0.85 and %Zn50. The spins are
shown on theX-Y plane; ~c! same as~b! but with %Zn55; ~d!
DOS for different cases with %Sr.%Zn. The notation is as in Fig
1. PBC are used.
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It has also been observed that while a localized impu
does not disturb the AF background, when the number
mobile holes is larger than the number of localized impu
ties a p shift occurs in thex and y directions across the
impurity which eventually will give rise to spin IC@see Fig.
2~c!#.20,21According to this result, spin IC should be detect
in the region %Sr.%Zn, more specifically, when the pe
centage of Sr is larger than that of Zn by approximately
according to experimental results for LSCO. This is in agr
ment with our observations if it is taken into account that d
to the finite size of our system, spin IC is first detected wh
the peak in the structure factor is at (p,3p/4) and symmetri-
cal points. Thus, it is here predicted that spin IC should
experimentally observed in samples with %Sr.%Zn. Notice
that, due to the fact that the stripe structure is modified
NMI doping, this may not be the same kind of IC observ
in LSCO. In fact, it is possible that besides the magne
peaks at (p2d,p) and symmetrical points, less intens
peaks may appear at (p2d,p2d). More generally, as the
percentage of NMI increases, IC peaks may be observe
all directions in momentum space. The DOS indicates tha
this situation the system has metallic characteristics altho
the chemical potential is in a pseudogap as shown in
2~d!. This feature is also in agreement with experiments.22 A
study of the spectral function shows that the states indica
with black have very little dispersion. From the figure it c
be seen that some mobile holes are trapped in these s
and become almost localized but the extra mobile holes
into the dispersive states that form the pseudogap.

When %MH<%NMI, the spinless centers tend to loca
ize the mobile holes as it is shown in Fig. 3~a! for
%Zn5%Sr515. Though the hopping towards the impuri
sites ist51, the electrons prefer to stay away from that s
since the couplingJ is zero and the observed electronic de
sity in them is just̂ ni&'0.03, which indicates that the hole
are very localized at the impurity sites. Notice that the h
localization, which is observed experimentally,14,4 appears
naturally in our calculations, while it has to be assumed

FIG. 3. ~a! Snapshot for %Zn5%Sr515 in the planeX-Z; ~b!
S(q) for different points with %Zn>%Sr; ~c! density of states for
the parameters shown in~b!. The parameters and notation are as
Fig. 1.
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other theoretical approaches.23 The system is magnetically
commensurate and the structure factor peaks at (p,p) as
shown in Fig. 3~b! for different values of %Zn>%Sr. In
these circumstances the system is an insulator as it ca
seen in Fig. 3~c! where the DOS is displayed. When %Z
5%Sr the chemical potential lies in a gap separating disp
sive from nondispersive states. When %Zn.%Sr the chemi-
cal potential is located at the nondispersive states. In b
cases the system is an insulator. As mentioned before,
few experiments were performed in this region of the pla
However, our results are in agreement with the available d
since insulating behavior was found for %Sr515 and %Zn
>15 ~Ref. 14! and %Sr53 and %Zn>3 ~Ref. 4!.

Note that the behavior observed along the line %Sr5%Zn
is in qualitative agreement with the experimental resu
available for Li doped LCO. It is well known that the syste
is an insulator up to the maximum possible percentage o
~50%! ~Refs. 24 and 25! and at 10% doping spin IC is no
observed7 which was very unexpected. Thus, these resu
indicate that qualitatively, Li doping should be equivalent
equal percentages of Zn and Sr doping. However, in orde
represent Li doping more accurately, it has to be conside
that Li is less positively charged than Zn and Cu and thu
should act as an attractor of mobile holes. To mimic t
behavior the hopping towards the impurity sites should
reduced. In our previous results it has been observed tht
51 tends to greatly localize the mobile holes since the e
tronic density at the impurity sites is only 0.03. Thus, a
smaller value oft will not introduce important qualitative
changes but, for completeness, and since it has been us
other approaches,23 the results fort50 near NMI are also
presented. In this case the MH get trapped by the impu
and become totally localized. This can be seen in Fig. 4~a!
where the density of states is shown for different percenta
of Li doping. Localized states~marked in black!, which do
not disperse with momentum, proportional to the number
added holes appear in the density of states, and the chem
potential lies inside a gap indicating that the system is in
lator as experimentally found.26,25 Incommensurability is not

FIG. 4. ~a! Density of states for different percentages of
doping on an 838 cluster forJ52, J850.05, andT50.01; ~b!
structure factor for the localized spins as a function of the mom
tum. The parameters are the same as in~a!; ~c! snapshot for
%Li515 @same parameters as in~a! and same notation as in Fig. 1#.
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observed as it can be seen in Fig. 4~b! where the structure
factor is displayed. A snapshot is presented in Fig. 4~c!.

Summarizing, the effect of adding nonmagnetic impu
ties to a model of interacting fermions and classical spins
been investigated using MC techniques. When the perc
age of mobile holes is larger than the NMI, charge and s
IC is observed. The NMI act as pinning centers for the ho
zontal and vertical stripes that are observed in the absenc
vacancies. The pinned stripes tend to become diagonal
surround AF domains. Thus, the observed incommensura
may not be identical to the one observed in LSCO. When
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percentage of MH is equal to or smaller than the NMI, t
mobile holes are trapped by the impurities and the sys
remains insulator and magnetically commensurate. Th
based on our study, it is predicted that incommensura
should not be experimentally observed in this situation, a
that samples with equal percentages of Sr and Zn sho
behave similarly to the Li doped ones.
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